Bigfoot Live Radio Show Is Back
Bringing The Truth About Bigfoot To The
World Back on Blog Talk Radio
REDWOOD CITY, CA, UNITED STATES,
March 13, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -The first and longest running Bigfoot
Radio show will be back on Blog Talk
Radio starting Wednesday March 14th.

Bigfoot Live on Blog Talk

Searching for Bigfoot is back where it all
started in 2004, that's right "The
Godfather" of Bigfoot Hunters, Tom
Biscardi is back with a vengeance on
Blog Talk Radio. He returns to the
original venue after circling around on
different platforms but coming to the
realization that the original was the Best.
He and his "Dream Team" Debut their
stellar Award Winning Show Wednesday
the 14th of March on Blog Talk Radio
7P.M. Pacific Time. Not for the faint of
heart or those that are afraid of things
that go bump in the night. For the
adventurous, outdoors types give a listen
for you never know what "The Godfather"
will be talking about--but for those who
are open minded and are not SHOCKED
when confronted with the Real Deal
Bigfoot Hunter, you are all invited and
just maybe you too will become a
Believer.

Print Cast

Real encounters told by the people that
constantly call our Bigfoot Hotline. Check
in with our team about what has been
reported recently and what the plans are
for the next hunt.
Bigfoot Project Investments, Inc. is the
one and only Bigfoot research and
Bigfoot Prints
production company that has
successfully gone through the rigorous,
complicated and time consuming process of becoming a public company. Traded on the
OTCmarket.com under the ticker symbol BGFT.
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